#SDS125yrsintheUSA

Before you word lovers puzzle over this crossword, you might want to buff up on your SDS history here: sistersofthedivinesavior.org/125years_1895to1920/

DOWN:
1  SDS Constitution’s first language
2  Evermore known as Blessed
4  DS girls aka
5  Initially, its Sunday Mass goes to class
6  Mixed signals give birth to a hospital here
10 Reverse integration uplifts this “Rocket City”
14  Hall holds first DSHS prom
16  SDS taboo before Vatican II

ACROSS:
3  There's room in the inn named for this pope
7  Briefly, it affords SDS new momentum
8  Mother Olympia's dream mission
9  Mistaken for a time bomb
11  Troop 61 still calls it home today
12  Headline heralding DSHS expansion
13  Surname atop SDS home nursing ledger
15  Steamer taking SDS across the pond
17  First convent first month's rent in dollars
18  Not a one in the convent to sip our soup

Follow us on Facebook during Catholic Sisters Week, March 8-12 for puzzle answers!
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